
The Worst Day Ever
Yesterday was the worst day of my life. 

First, while I was cooking breakfast,

I burned myself ! Then, while I 

__________________ my car to school, a

self-driving car crashed ____________

into me! I got to work okay. But then,

when my friends and I __________

______________ on our project, my friends

started fighting and got _______________

 kicked out! What a horrible day!

(past continuous verb)

(past continuous verb)

(past continuous verb)

(past continuous verb)

(reflexive pronoun)

(reflexive pronoun)

(plural reflexive pronoun)

eat You were eating dinner.

study I _______________ math.

drive She _______________ to work.

fight We _______________ .

me myself

you

her / him

it

us

you (plural)

they

Now ask a partner to give you any 
two verbs in the past continuous 

form and any two reflexive
pronouns. Write them into the 

blanks in the story and  
let your partner read it. Then

give your partner any two past
continuous verbs and any two
reflexive pronouns. Read their 

story and remember that
 reflexive pronouns can only be 

used in certain ways. Correct any 
mistakes in their use. 

Please give me a past 
continuous verb!

Please also give me a 
reflexive pronoun! myself

was cooking

Answers for above

Answers for above

me - myself; you - yourself; her - herself; him - himself; it - itself; 
us - ourselves; you (plural) - yourselves; them - themselves

You were eating dinner.
I was studying math.

She was driving to work.
We were fighting.

Change the verbs below into the past continuous form and use them to complete 
the sentences with the pictures best describing what happened. Read your sentences 

to your partner. Then change the pronouns below to the reflexive pronoun form. 

Please also give me a 
reflexive pronoun!



The Best Day Ever
Yesterday was the best day of my life. 

First, while I was sleeping, my children 

made themselves breakfast so I did not  

have to wake up early! Next, while I 

_______________ the bus to work, my boss

called and said all my co-workers and I

 could have the day to _________. Then while

my family ________________ in the garden,

the ice cream truck came and we bought

 ____________ ice cream! It was a great day!

(past continuous verb)

(past continuous verb)

(past continuous verb)

(reflexive pronoun)

(reflexive pronoun)

(reflexive pronoun)

play You were playing tennis.

ride I _______________ a horse.

talk He _______________ to me.

relax We _______________ .

me myself

you

her / him

it

us

you (plural)

they

Now ask a partner to give you any 
two verbs in the past continuous 

form and any two reflexive
pronouns. Write them into the 

blanks in the story and  
let your partner read it. Then

give your partner any two past
continuous verbs and any two
reflexive pronouns. Read their 

story and remember that
 reflexive pronouns can only be 

used in certain ways. Correct any 
mistakes in their use. 

Change the verbs below into the past continuous form and use them to complete 
the sentences with the pictures best describing what happened. Read your sentences 

to your partner. Then change the pronouns below to the reflexive pronoun form. 

Please give me a past 
continuous verb!

Please also give me a 
reflexive pronoun! themselves

was sleeping

Answers for above

Answers for above

me - myself; you - yourself; her - herself; him - himself; it - itself; 
us - ourselves; you (plural) - yourselves; them - themselves

You were playing tennis.
I was riding a horse.

She was talking to me.
We were relaxing.

Please also give me a 
reflexive pronoun!

Please also give me a 
reflexive pronoun! themselves
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